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Vibration Monitoring for Predictive Maintenance

Anheuser-Busch has challenged MAMU Vibration Solutions with the task of

demonstrating the effectiveness of a condition based monitoring (CbM) system that aids in

predictive maintenance. This includes a report recommending the equipment that best suits the

client needs. As well as a proof of concept system to demonstrate the capabilities of a similar

system. The prototype system that we build is successful in in-situ vibration monitoring and

analysis. It uses a sensor and raspberry pi in order to measure vibration magnitude from

equipment and then python code to determine the overall health of that equipment. As well as

trend and visualize the data and alert maintenance technicians of negative trends. Using ISO

standards and our own processes we can determine the relative health of motors from a new

condition to a faulted one in real time. While also doing long term trending for the life of the

equipment. Through those same avenues, maintenance actions and alerts can be created for

technicians in order to automate the monitoring process. The recommended equipment and

systems achieve all the same things as the prototype with some additional features. Features

that enhance the user experience and make it better suited to the physical environment. The

cost of implementing the recommended system versus not implementing reveals a clear

preference to implementation. Through assisted calculations, the system was found to have a

ROI of 816%.
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1.0 Introduction
Anheuser-Busch has challenged MAMU Vibration Solutions with the task of

demonstrating the effectiveness of a condition based monitoring (CbM) system that aids in
predictive maintenance. This includes a report recommending the equipment that best suits the
client needs. As well as a proof of concept system to demonstrate the capabilities of a similar
system. The prototype system that we build is successful in in-situ vibration monitoring and
analysis. It uses a sensor and raspberry pi in order to measure vibration magnitude from
equipment and then python code to determine the overall health of that equipment. As well as
trend and visualize the data and alert maintenance technicians of negative trends. Using ISO
standards and our own processes we can determine the relative health of motors from a new
condition to a faulted one in real time. While also doing long term trending for the life of the
equipment. Through those same avenues, maintenance actions and alerts can be created for
technicians in order to automate the monitoring process. The recommended equipment and
systems achieve all the same things as the prototype with some additional features. Features
that enhance the user experience and make it better suited to the physical environment. The
cost of implementing the recommended system versus not implementing reveals a clear
preference to implementation.

2.0 Literature Review/Background Research
2.1 What methods of vibration monitoring are out there ?

Method 1: Wireless Vibration Monitoring
An increasingly popular system for vibration monitoring is through the use of a wireless system.
Through the development of more capable bluetooth, there are more and more systems being
designed in this manner. These systems are minimal in hardware as the components include
only the sensors and data gateways or bluetooth transceivers. The sensors have self contained
power and communication functions. The goal of this type of system is for long term trending
and analysis, they are not often looped into a PLC or SCADA system. So they are not meant to
make automated process changes to equipment based on data collected. In many cases sensor
data is not constant as well.

Method 2: Wired Vibration Monitoring
The original system for vibration monitoring is through a wired system. This includes the
vibration sensors, connectors to a cable, a cable to a multiplexer or data gateway then a cable
to the control system. Power and communications for this system are managed from a junction
box or control cabinet within the plant floor. Systems like this are more capable in terms of data
collection as they receive and process data 24/7. Because of this, they can also be tied into a
PLC loop or SCADA system to make automated process and equipment changes in real time
based off of the sensor data. Special types of sensors in this type of system would be a 4-20mA
accelerometer.

2.2 Sensor Types
The main method used for vibration monitoring is the use of accelerometers. There are

different types of accelerometers that are all based on different principles. Choosing a method of
measurement must factor in everything from the specific machine that will be measured to what
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the environment around that machine is. An accelerometer is an electromechanical transducer.
There are three main types of accelerometers: piezoelectric, piezoresistive and capacitive
MEMs. The most common type is piezoelectric, it uses piezoelectric materials to produce an
electrical charge when a mass ‘squeezes’ the material. The electrical charge is proportional to
the force exerted by the mass. The main advantages of piezoelectric accelerometer include,
lightweight and high frequency range, compactness, ruggedness and high sensitivity (Goyal,
2016). These advantages tie directly into the constraints of reducing cost, staying accurate and
being durable. The disadvantages are due to the low voltage magnitudes (order of 1mV). These
low voltages can be vulnerable from external forces and must be amplified through an amplifier
circuit. See the attached Figure 1, which illustrates some of the different types of accelerometers
and how they differ. A decision will have to be made between the different types of
accelerometers as they each have their strengths but one will be preferable for the application
over the others.

Figure 2.2.1 , (Colibrys Follow, 2015, para 13).

2.3 Vibration Data
Vibration sensors are either a 4-20mA sensor or 100m/g sensor. A 4-20mA sensor is

meant to work in a PLC loop and outputs current that the PLC is able to interpret and apply logic
to. A 100m/g sensor is designed to work as a data collector and save the vibration data by
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sending it to a server or database. The sensor output for this can be analog or digital depending
on the embedded ADC or DAC chips within the sensor.

4-20mA sensors can differ, however, most 100m/g sensors are meant to take 2 different
types of vibration readings, enveloping and demodulated acceleration. Enveloping and
demodulated acceleration simply to the types of vibration equipment can get. So, either the low
frequency but high energy vibration or high frequency but low energy vibration. Each of which
can tell you something different about the machine's health. See Figure 2. The figure illustrates
how enveloping is used to determine a good, satisfactory, unsatisfactory or unacceptable rating
for an operating bearing.

For the most part vibration data can just be taken and used to plot trend lines and it is
usable as such. However, some aspects of vibration analysis require math done to the data to
understand specific fault types. This is done in many cases through a Fast Fourier Transform or
FFT. Fortunately though most popular coding languages  are equipped with a command function
for a FFT. So running a script to apply a FFT to your data is relatively easy.

Figure 2.3.1 , Example of vibration data analysis. (“Acceleration Enveloping for Bearing Fault
Analysis,” 2020)

3.0 Design Objective/Constraints
3.1 Problem Statement

The goal is to design and recommend a vibration monitoring system to aid in a predictive
maintenance program for the AB malt plant. This system should be designed to the constraints
that exist in the plant and are specified by the client.
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3.2 Design Goal
Anheuser-Busch has challenged MAMU Vibration Solutions to come up with a cost

effective and specialized vibration sensor to be implemented on certain machines in their
malting plant. This vibration sensor should be compatible with a specialized computer program
that makes the data usable to on-site staff. MAMU Vibration solutions must produce a working
sensor (either developed or found) that will provide accurate measurements and track vibrations
of machinery through a compatible computer program. The measurements must be within a
certain accuracy because the machines they will be monitoring can cost upwards of $40,000
dollars and a false negative could result in major financial losses. Understanding that this is a
design proposal and AB has more to consider outside of the scope of this project a final design
report will be developed to aid AB in deciding upon a final solution.

3.3 Design Constraints
The sensor must be able to work off an existing power grid. No major wiring will be done

to provide power. Which is relevant because If this proposal meets or exceeds AB’s
expectations they may look to apply this design to more machines or other malt facilities. Each
sensor must be commercially available and scalable across hundreds of equipment pieces.

For data usage from the sensors, Technicians must be able to read the data and operate
the sensors with a minimal amount of training and minimal amount of time. In addition, The
machinery being monitored causes thousands of dollars and is not easy to replace. With this in
mind the sensors must be accurate enough to fall within a specified degree of error. The sensor
must also be able to be calibrated to each specific piece of equipment due to differences in
power, or this difference should be accounted for in the software.

In terms of the hardware, Larger sensors may increase the chance of resonating the
vibrations and giving false readings. Therefore, the sensors must be small enough to remove
the possibility of resonance and false readings. As well as fit all mounting locations. While The
environment these sensors are going to be working in will include near 100% moisture content.
In order for the sensors to fulfill their job they must be intrinsically safe, blast proof and
watertight.

3.4 Deliverables
A functional vibration sensor that is able to operate at some capacity. A program that will

integrate with the sensor to give the data in a usable format. From that experience we will
recommend a commercially available system. A final design report showcasing the design
solution and all information used during the process to aid Anheuser-Busch in making the
decision to move forward with the design.

4.0 Prototype Design
In order to prove to Anheuser-Busch that a vibration monitoring system is a valuable and

cost effective investment as well as getting a better understanding of the system as a whole
MAMU Vibrations has developed a prototype. Our prototype was designed as a mock of an in
house solution to test the viability of producing a system in house and if it will be cost and time
effective. The image below shows the completed prototype.
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Figure 4.0.1 Prototype Set up

The prototype we developed centers around a Raspberry Pi 3B+ as a central hub. The
raspberry pi is a great low power option for a central operating system. The raspberry pi is
connected to a breadboard via GPIO pinout ribbon. The breadboard is the connection between
the raspberry pi computing system and the analog vibration sensor. The sensor we are using
was a sample piezoelectric sensor from Hansford. The Hansford sensor is connected to the
breadboard with a three wire cable. The output voltage was connected to the breadboard in
series with an ADC converter. The voltage was then converted to an acceleration by subtracting
the bias voltage from the output and dividing by the sensitivity. All of the calculations and
processing was done using Python. A few sample output graphs were created to display
acceleration over time on a stressed and unstressed motor.
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Figure 4.0.2 Stressed Motor Test Figure 4.0.3 Unstressed Motor Test

These outputs can be configured in a number of ways depending on the number of readings
testing duration and severity.

5.0 Design
5.1 Sensor Technology

Between the two sensor types of capacitive MEMS and piezoelectric we are suggesting
a mems type sensor from Erbessed. We feel MEMS sensors from Erbessed will be better long
term options because of their ease of use with wireless connection and simple design. They
also give higher resolution and will be capable of measuring all the motors on site. When
compared directly to piezoelectric sensors they last longer. The sensors come in small enough
packages with companies like Erbessed having products about the size of a quarter. This will
ensure the sensors will be able to be placed anywhere they are needed on any size machine.
The Erbessed models particularly come with triaxial motion detection and temperature
measurements. Triaxial sensors can give a better picture of how a certain machine may be
vibrating since it can measure motion in two additional directions. The temperature sensing
function also allows for the added benefit of monitoring motor temps for a more complete picture
of the machines. An example of this would be if a bearing heated up after going bad even a
temperature system would be capable. Any sensor that is chosen will be susceptible to external
noise and therefore it will be mitigated the best it can be with a number of solutions that will be
discussed later in conjunction with prototype testing. MEMS type sensors have been making
large bounds in the industry and due to their simple nature their costs are staying relatively low
and are a more economical solution than many piezoelectric sensors. The Erbessed sensors we
are recommending range from $ 157.00 for a single use to $ 354.00 for a reusable one. With
most of the systems being monitored costing in the thousands of dollars making these low cost
sensors very economical. One benefit that can be discussed now is that MEMS sensors lend
themselves to wireless connection more so than piezoelectric. The image below shows the
specifications of the MEMs sensor. On top of these measurements they have a max shock
rating of 500g+, making them quite capable of handling the equipment on site.
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Figure 4.1.1 Specifications of Embedded Phantom

5.2 Data Collection
The two main data collection methods discussed were offline route based and online.

The method we feel that would be more effective would be an online or in situ type of system.
Online does not mean connected to the internet in this instance but more accurately it means it
operates under computer guidance and not an operator.

The best way to describe an online would be something similar to a nervous system
composed of sensors placed strategically on key machines allowing for regularly scheduled
measurements. One major positive for this type of system would be the lack of man hours it
takes up. For an offline system an operator would need to walk the plant floor taking
measurements with a hand held device on hundreds of machines costing valuable man hours in
the process. An online system allows for the luxury of autonomous data collection with all of the
data being routed back to a central hub. This will save AB money because it is one of the most
expensive costs for any business in man hours. The major cost for this type of system will be
the initial capital costs. The installation of such a system could require the plant to be either
partially or fully shut down while technicians get to hard to reach areas and install all the
necessary equipment. Communication is another main concern for online systems and the two
to decide between are wireless and wired. Later on in this document we will go through which
option we feel is the best choice. A SWOT analysis was performed on online collection to help
prove that it is the more beneficial option.

Table 5.2.1 SWOT Analysis
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Reliability and accuracy also improves going from offline to online. This is because
offline there are changes in who is taking the measurements and inevitably causes variation in
methods. It is likely that measuring points vary between technicians which can cause the same
equipment to output different vibration through the sensor.

To expand upon the central hub of this network, think of it as the brain. All the
sensors can send their readings back to it allowing for proper data analysis and storage. There
are a number of options when it comes to what kind of system to use. Since we do not fully
understand the amount of data being collected from the various machines and what kind of
analysis that will be done the best we can do is recommend a few solutions for varying degrees
of storage and performance. By far the easiest solution would be using a Raspberry Pi. This is
what is being used for our prototype and the method we suggest for low intensity data analysis.
They fundamentally operate much like a regular desktop computer just at a much smaller scale.
Using RPi will limit the total amount of data you can collect but this can be remedied with
external storage. Another low tech option would be to use a PLC. PLCs are very similar to RPi
because they both can handle around the same amount of data collection. The most expensive
and most powerful option would be to use a dedicated computer and or server to process and
store all of the data. This is the final option we suggest as it is the most expensive and unless
there will be millions of data points collected there is no need to have this much storage
capacity. The end point for data collection is really up to AB since they have their own methods
of storing and using data throughout their plants and offices. Our design is simple enough to be
able to plug and play with any one of these systems with minimal hassle.

5.3 System Communication and Power
For system communication and power, a wireless system would be best suited here.

This will be accomplished via a bluetooth connection and a dedicated computer. To describe this
system, we will look at reliability, accuracy, cost effectiveness and ease of use.

Reliability of the system can be addressed with the permanent nature of the sensors.
The location will not change like an offline system, thus you can be certain the data is consistent
over time. Accuracy can be affected by the wireless transmission of data. For example, distance
from gateway to sensor, environmental conditions such as humidity, and number of sensors per
gateway. Sticking to the Erbessd theme, gateways that they sell have a range of 100m of sight
and capacity of 100 sensors per gateway. This is under perfect conditions. So, in order to
account for a decrease in accuracy in your application we suggest that you reduce the distance
from 30-50m depending on the environment. Then reduce the number of sensors per gateway
to 40-60 depending on usage.

For cost effectiveness, we can simply find a bluetooth data gateway from $50-$200
depending on capabilities. The more expensive options being closer to the specifications of the
gateway described above.

In terms of ease of use, we can look at it as a reallocation of resources. With an offline
system lets say technicians put in 4 hours a week managing the system. That same work would
become unnecessary in an online system as you could automate everything. Those hours can
then be moved to actual maintenance of equipment to promote its reliability and positively affect
overall equipment effectiveness.
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5.4 Data Management
For data management or software, we recommend an open-sourced option. What this

looks like is using pre-made software packages and non-proprietary programs to generate the
desired outputs. To describe this system, we will look at reliability, accuracy, cost effectiveness
and ease of use.

While reliability and accuracy does suffer without the support of a third party specialist.
The goal of our data is to provide severity rather than source of vibration on equipment. This
makes higher levels of accuracy and reliability less necessary and more dependent on the
sensor and data collection system. The software should be maintained by a team of either
technicians or engineers. The code itself would not need a large amount of maintenance as it
would only need to be changed when the technicians decided to implement new functions in the
code. The software can be edited and accessed through a drive. We suggest that the interface
is created through excel using macros so the graphs and trendlines are automatically refreshed
along with the warnings. In our experience excel will be the best and easiest option for an
interface. The sensors will still continue to operate off of Python.

The cost will be dependent on the labor costs of the individuals setting up and managing
the software. While ease of use is based on how the output will be generated. See the appendix
for data management, this demonstrates a typical report that could be output from some
non-proprietary software that shows a visual representation of equipment health. In addition
long term trends can be developed similar to the image in the Output Visuals section of the
appendix.

5.5 Mounting
After some further analysis and discussing mounting techniques we have decided to

switch from magnets to adhesives. The site visit allowed us to get comments from AB and they
are looking for more of a throw away approach with the sensors as the machines they will be
monitoring will cost upwards of $10,000 dollars. This means that any low tech solution would
instantly pay for itself by detecting failures. This coupled with concerns from the client about the
magnets potential interfering with the MEMs sensors are why we decided to switch to
adhesives. Adhesives are very adaptable and a very low tech option. The specific tape would
ultimately be up to AB as there are a variety of options for this sort of application but we are
suggesting a type of VHB (very high bond) tape. Looking at industrial options from companies
like Grainger gave us a good idea of pricing and options. For instance Grainger sells different
dimension tap discs such as 1 in diameter and 1/16 in thick. This specific option can withstand a
temperature range of -31 degrees fahrenheit to 200 degrees fahrenheit. This would cover
almost any temperature found on site in normal operational ranges. A package of 250 of these
discs can be purchased for $120.00. This is just one example of what kind of adhesive option
AB should look for to ensure the sensors are mounted correctly and safely.

5.6 Frequency and Precision of Measurement
Frequency of measurements is a big consideration when it comes to using a predictive

maintenance system to its fullest potential. With the way the malt plant operates we are
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suggesting to gather readings once every batch. This would mean collecting data once every 1
to 3 days and gives a good overview of each production cycle. This would allow for a long term
trendline with each point being a full batch and give a better idea of the wear on machine
components that happens during a full batch cycle. As for precision there are several ways of
going about using the data. The most beneficial way to use the data would be to compare the
readings to a baseline or what is considered normal vibration. After a baseline is created
through test measurements each successive measurement set could be compared to the
baseline and to the one before it. This would give a clearer picture of what is happening long
term with the equipment. Thresholds could be made at specific percentage cutoffs that way if a
certain motor vibrates 2% more than the baseline you would be able to receive a warning that it
is wearing down and if that percentage increases to 5% then a full stop warning would come
into effect advising for the halting of production. These numbers are purely explanatory as more
complete testing and research would need to be done to find the perfect ranges for each type of
machine.

When it comes to what equipment to place the sensors on, two recommendations are to
put them on large and hard to replace equipment. As well as equipment within the critical
process path in the facility. So all continuous process equipment and batch transfer equipment
that would put the malting process at a dead stop if the equipment fails.

The final output from the sensor system is the end goal in terms of usable information.
We have come up with a mock graph which is what we believe is the best way to represent the
data at this time. Please refer to the visuals and outputs section of the appendix for the mock
Output Trend Plot. This graph shows a time dependent trend plot for the maximum vibration
value for each measurement set and this way we will be able to view long term trends for each
motor. Another added aspect of this graph is the threshold lines. At this moment in time these
lines are completely dependent on what has been recorded in the industry but after time they
can be changed for each specific motor and to AB’s performance standards. These thresholds
could provide information such as when a motor is reaching the time to replace or when a motor
is beyond critical vibrations so that it can be replaced as soon as possible. A relevant question
here is what are the guidelines for signal noise and measurement accuracy. Below is from the
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General Motors Vibration Standards that recommends the limits for both.

Figure 5.6.1 System Frequency Response
Below is a chart that divides vibration severity by different motor classes and

horsepowers. The chart is divided into four different ranges that are good, allowable, tolerable,
and not permissible. These ranges would allow for accurate diagnostics and treatment for any
machines that start going down. A chart such as this would be a great baseline for a project like
this so there are already tested ranges for each motor class and horsepower. After the sensors
have run for a considerable amount of time the ranges can be fine tuned to be more accurate.
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Figure 5.6.2 Vibration Severity Ranges
As mentioned above this chart will start as a baseline and as more data is gathered the

numbers and limits would change. This will help to account for the resonant and translational
vibration that many pieces of equipment experience.

5.7 Other Considerations
Much like in the potential project solutions we will go into other considerations here that

have been discussed and why they are either being set aside or not a major concern.
Safety is a large concern when it comes to anything in the industrial sector. Safety

should be and will be kept paramount and it is this reason that we have gone away from
systems that require operators to walk around on the production floor and be in and around the
machines. To further emphasize safety the system that is suggested should be installed in areas
that are 100% safe while production is going or installed while the plant itself is shut down using
a lock out tag out system. The placement of most critical systems ensures that they can be
reached without the need for shutdown so this is only in special cases. This will ensure that
installation can be done without any threat to technician safety. This may cost a large sum of
money but the bottom line should never be more important than the safety of the workers. The
sensors themselves should also be safe enough to work in extreme conditions reliably. We have
discussed that any sensor with an IP rating of 66 or higher will be adequate enough to work in
any areas of the malt facility without worry.  Wireless would be the best safety choice in terms of
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system design as it requires the least amount of operator labor when it comes to installation and
operation. The sensors and data gateways can be installed and connected very easily and they
won’t require hours of installation time a wired system would with the laying of cabling. .

5.8 Design Economics
To prove the systems viability and cost effectiveness an economic analysis was done of

the commercial version of our system so that it could be scaled up to meet a large facilities
needs. The sensors and gateways used are from Erbessed Instruments line of Phantom Gen 2
and this was how the prices were found. The added additional costs seen in the 10 year and
initial system economics tables are for variables in salary as the exact salary of the technicians
and software design team could not be obtained from AB.
Table 5.8.1 System Economics

*The computer used will already be onsite and in use. Or a thin client will be used.
**Software will not require licensing to obtain.
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Table 5.8.2 Operating Costs-10 Years

*The computer system will be assumed to last the life of the 10 years
** Software does not require annual licensing fees

Table 5.8.3 System ROI

The ROI was calculated by finding the original unexpected expenses and dividing that by the
investment coast. First an unexpected expense value per year to be $600,000.00 from AB and
this was carried out through the 10 years giving a total of 6 million. Next we used 90% as
percent savings between expected and unexpected savings. This number was given by AB as
an estimate of the amount of money that could be saved from each unexpected breakdown.
This $600,000.00 was combined with the operating costs for 10 years and this is what the 6
million was divided by. The final ROI came out to be 813.18 %. This means that the system is
going to save around 8 times the amount of the investment over 10 years. In addition,
unexpected downtime can be estimated at around $1000/hr. This does not include the cost of
lost product or product quality that can be seen as a result of machine failures. The estimated
monthly maintenance budget (parts and labor) for the plant is $150k with an additional $50k
upon emergency break downs. One of the things that a successful condition monitoring system
will do, is reduce the emergency breakdowns as much as possible. The goal being that the $50k
emergency costs will go to zero and be incorporated into the $150k monthly planned
maintenance. Not only will the maintenance be planned and reduce collateral from breakdowns,
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but the fixes will tend to be less expensive as a planned maintenance rather than an emergency
fix.
6.0.0 Report Summary

The sensor system developed over the course of this project was able to accomplish
multiple things. Firstly the system design as a prototype was for proof of concept purposes. The
prototype was taken to Idaho Falls and presented to AB to showcase the potential of a similar
system. Once the prototype was complete we took what we learned about each sub system and
found an appropriate commercial solution. The design consists of a sensor, data collection
method, software, mounting, and system communication system. The sensor that was chosen is
an Erbessed Phantom Gen 2. This is a MEMs type sensor that will allow for better long term
stability, higher measurement resolution and the capability to perform in harsh conditions with an
IP rating of 67. The Erbessed Phantom Gen 2 sensors come with built in wireless capabilities
that allow for easier installation along with removing the need to find blast and water proof
cabaling. The sensors will be grouped in sections across the plant and each section will connect
back to a gateway which will then be hardwired into the system. The design chosen involves 4
gateways with 25 sensors each. These gateways are also a part of the Erbessed Phantom
package. The coding that was done by our team is a great stepping stone for AB so we are
suggesting that they continue with developing their own code and or using open sourced
resources that come with the Erbessd system. This option does require more man hours to
initially develop but the added benefit of getting to fine tune the program to output exactly what
is desired will be far more beneficial to AB in the long run. A computer system will already be on
site and therefore our team did not go into researching exactly what would be needed but since
a Raspberry Pi 3B+ was able to handle all of the testing with our prototype any full sized
computer will be able to perform adequately. Our initial recommendation for mounting was the
use of magnets which are able to work with the piezoelectric sensor in our prototype without
adding any difficulties. After presenting options to AB they brought it to our attention that
magnets may induce a response delay in the MEMs type sensor we are recommending and so
instead of trying to filter out this noise the more logical choice would be to switch mounting
styles altogether. These options are what was used in finding the initial cost for the system and
the final ROI of 813 %. This number shows just how beneficial and low cost a system just as this
is.  Each of the options discussed were carefully chosen by our team using everything that was
researched over the course of the project along with input from both AB and project
management so that the final system will perform as desired.
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Flowchart of our process from sensor measurement to UI.
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Two graphs built from the code to show a stressed and unstressed graph.

The UI the maintenance team would interact with. Embedded macros automates all of
it.
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All of the code we developed and used in the process as described on the flowchart.
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Wiring from the power supply to the sensor and RaspberryPi and the intermediate MCP3008
analog to digital converter.
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